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PH-332 Solution of Quiz 1:Condensed Matter Physics

Name: Roll no:

Attempt all questions.

1. In the classical theory of electrons in metals, how would electrical resistivity vary with

temperature? Also plot resistivity versus temperature. [3 marks]

Answer

Electrical conductivity is given by

σ =
ne2τ

m

and electrical resistivity is,

ρ =
1

σ
=

m

ne2τ

The relation between relaxation time and mean free path is,

` = vτ

or τ =
`

v

Thus resistivity will become,

ρ =
mv

ne2`

It means that ρ ∝ v.

From equipartition theorem of energy we know that,

1

2
mv2 =

3

2
KBT

⇒ v ∝
√

T

Thus ρ ∝ √
T .
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2. Which ones of the following relations are in accordance with the Drude model of met-

als. Give reasons. [2 marks]

(a) σκ ∝ T .

(b) κ ∝ v2τ .

(c) κ
σ
∝ l2

v2 ·
(d) σ ∝ τ

v
·

(e) τ ∝ ρ

where, σ = electrical conductivity, τ = relaxation time, l = mean free path,

v = average electronic velocity, T = temperature, κ = thermal conductivity and

ρ = resistivity.

Answer

(b) is right.

Reason

If relaxation time is longer then there will be less chance for electrons to collide with

the ions, which means low resistivity and hence high conductivity. Similarly high

speed electrons mean high conductivity.

3. (a) What does plasma frequency signify in a free -electron gas?

(b) Electromagnetic radiation of what frequency will be able to propagate through

an electron gas?

Answer [3 marks]

(a). Plasma is an ionized gas having neutral and charged particles and free electron-

gas is charged. If the electrons in a plasma are displaced from a uniform background of

ions, electric fields be build up in such a direction the electrons will pull back to their

original positions by positive center. In this way electrons will oscillate around their

equilibrium positions with a characteristic frequency called plasma frequency (ωp). As

free electron gas has mobile electrons and immobile ions are assumed for simplicity,

therefore we can interpret ωp in free electron in the same as in plasma.

(b). ω > ωp

4. Explain qualitatively why the Hall coefficient RH is inversely proportional to the

electron concentration n. [2 marks]

Answer
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Since Hall cefficient is inversely proportional to the current density jx which is

directly proportional to the density of electrons, thus the Hall coefficient is inversely

proportional to density of electrons.
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